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The wagon rolled, spewing its contents as it fell to its destruction. Her precious children inside,

Rebecca could only watch in horror. Her children were her life. She had nothing.
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I really like the story. I would like the author to know that I would be happy to proof read his books.

There are really a lot of typo mistakes. Sometimes the characters are mixed up (Example: "Bob

untied the ropes on Bob's hands. Then, Bob locked Bob up in the jail cell".). Normally I refuse to

keep reading a story with so many mistakes. This story is really good, so I keep reading. Sometimes

a person shows up in the story who has never been mentioned. He is talking about the same

person, but gave them another name temporarily.

Extremely poor editing and not because of converting to the Kinkle format. By far to much repetition

and detail. I'm very sorry I purchased this book, but will definitely remember not to purchase

anymore from same author. Nothing spell-binding or informative here for certain. Very. very



disappointing.

Unrealistic people and story - and I love historic fiction! Hugh was relentlessly perfect,

understanding and generous. The children accepted their new mother within days, calling her

"Mama" immediately with no confusion or grief over the sudden loss of their birth mother.

Unbelievable, literally. The writing style is stilted, awkward, and devoid of any creative flair: "You are

a very professional nurse, Susan." "Thank you, Hugh." "You deserve the praise, Susan." I almost

quit reading half-way through but just kept hoping the book would get better. It didn't.

What a great book. The author did a great job describing the old Oregon. I would recommend this

book highly. I will be reading more of the authors books.

Trying to decide on 2 or 3 stars because there are too many errors ( needs a lot of editing). Also, the

main character & hero named Hugh could not ever exist in real life. He is always stating, "I never lie"

which he never does. Although this story is dated in early pioneer days the hero is so wealthy that

he will give a woman $80 to buy herself clothing because she is in need. Actually, most of the ladies

usually own two or three dresses. Often times this may be someone he has just recently met. He

buys homes & a restaurant for some ladies because he is nice & believe they deserve these things.

It is also unbelievable that children in this story experience their mother being murdered & within

days express a desire for a new mother & call her mama immediately.

I can never give enough praise to this amazing author and his even more exciting western romantic

novels. I have been more the hooked since reading his first novel. I had no problem awarding five

stars to this novel, as I have to all the author's many other stories I have fortunate enough to read.

Too, I sincerely recommend this novel to all those loving great western romantic novels, and I

reasonably believe should you avail yourself the opportunity to read these books most of you will

certainly agree with my recommendations.

This was a fabulous book. Hugh was almost too perfect and yet he made the story. Laughter and

tears, romance and real life as it was then. Best book I've read in a while and I read lots.

When I first began this book, I liked the ideas that were being presented to me however as I got

further into the book I realize that the writing is light a little on the elementary side and this story had



way too many impossible positive things happening to make it a truly good story. If the ideas had

been embellished and made into three or four books in a series, I think this would have been a

better series of books
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